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Abstract: In modern Electric Power Systems, emphasis is placed on the increasing share of electricity
from renewable energy sources (PV, wind, hydro, etc.), at the expense of energy generated with the
use of fossil fuels. This will lead to changes in energy supply. When there is excessive generation
from RESs, there will be too much energy in the system, otherwise, there will be a shortage of
energy. Therefore, smart devices should be introduced into the system, the operation of which can
be initiated by the conditions of the power grid. This will allow the load profiles of the power grid
to be changed and the electricity supply to be used more rationally. The article proposes an elastic
energy management algorithm (EEM) in a hierarchical control system with distributed control devices
for controlling domestic smart appliances (SA). In the simulation part, scenarios of the algorithm’s
operation were carried out for 1000 households with the use of the distribution of activities of
individual SAs. In experimental studies, simplified results for three SA types and 100 devices for each
type were presented. The obtained results confirm that, thanks to the use of SAs and the appropriate
algorithm for their control, it is possible to change the load profile of the power grid. The efficacious
operation of SAs will be possible thanks to the change of habits of electricity users, which is briefly
described in the article.
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1. Introduction
A number of countries have different approaches to problems related to sustainable
development and environmental protection. The European Union (EU) countries have one
of the most developed plans and strategies in this area. The European Commission has
committed to achieving climate neutrality by 2050, as described in the documents of the
“European Green Deal” [1]. Part of the European Green Deal is the “Fit for 55” package.
Its aim is to put the EU firmly on the path to climate neutrality by 2050. The “Fit for 55”
package envisages a revision of the Renewable Energy Directive (RED II) [2]. This change
is expected to help the EU meet its new 55% greenhouse gas emissions target. The revised
RED II directive sets a new EU target of at least 40% of the share of renewable energy in
final energy consumption by 2030. Meeting these requirements will require the connection
of a significant number of renewable energy sources (RES) to the distribution network.
The RES energy generation profile is periodic and depends on weather conditions [3].
On the other hand, the reduction of greenhouse gases will result in the shutdown of a
large number of conventional fossil fuel power plants processing brown coal, hard coal
and petroleum [4]. Such a situation may lead to a very high generation of energy from
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renewable sources in favorable weather conditions, e.g., from Photovoltaic Panels (PV)
on a sunny day. Such production will exceed the energy demand. In contrast, during
unfavorable weather conditions, there will be a shortage of energy in the system, because
RESs will not generate it. Additionally, solar energy from PVs will be available only during
the day-time hours, and it will not be available in the morning, evening and night-time
hours. The complementarity of PV and wind turbine energy generation may also not meet
the energy demand. To meet the energy demand, either very expensive energy storage
systems (ESS) [5] or fossil fuel generators with a high rate of inclusion should be used, e.g.,
gas microturbines. The geopolitical situation in Europe may mean that gas resources may
not be sufficient to balance the electricity system with a large amount of RESs.
Figure 1 shows power measurements for one week, illustrating the load time courses
for 110/15 kV substations, and a comparison with the generation profile of a PV installation
with the power planned for installation in a given MV line. The overproduction of energy
from the PV system is marked in green. This energy should be stored [6], used or sent to
places where there is a demand [7]. As can be seen from the presented figure, the energy
generated by PVs is unstable over time. During one week, there were days with very
little, very high, and extremely variable energy outputs all day long, or with instantaneous
energy bursts in production. Prosumer photovoltaic systems installed on buildings show
a similar behavior. In the local balancing of the system, it is necessary to use/store as
much energy as possible from both local prosumer low-voltage installations and large
photovoltaic power plants connected to the MV.
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Figure 1. Sample measurement result in 110/15 kV substations; red: energy consumption from the
transformer; blue: potential PV power generation, including sources to be connected in the future; the
wave forms of PV generation were determined on the basis of measurements from a 1 MWp power
plant; green field: energy that must be sent to the power grid to other loads or stored in the ESS.

The demand for electricity and the penetration of small-scale distributed generators
are rapidly growing in LV distribution networks, thus, the existing electrical systems will
need future adjustments. Inverters for distributed energy resources (DERs) have been
released with standards and grid codes for interconnection with the distribution grid. To
include increased DER penetration and optimize DER value in the grid, the new standard
and grid codes anticipate that DERs will perform a range of power system support roles.
The following are more widespread measures to detect violations of the upper voltage limit:
voltage and reactive power control by PV inverters, demand response (DR) and storage.
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One of the conceptual approaches to using energy overproduction is to manage energy
demand in such a way that its consumption is as high as possible at times of high generation.
Local self-consumption should be increased during a large surplus of energy production
from RESs, and self-consumption should be reduced during an energy shortage in the
system [8]. There are many concepts employed in controlling the demand for electricity
by the use of a smart appliances (SA) described in the scientific literature. This article will
present the concept of using and integrating smart home devices and consumer devices
(e.g., electric vehicles [9], small energy storage) for energy balancing in a local low-voltage
distribution system. An algorithm for elastic energy management will be proposed which
takes into account the priorities of device operation set by the user. In order for such an
energy management system to function properly, it should have information about the
operating status of the system, i.e., the overproduction/shortage of energy in the system.
There are many solutions for the control of the demand for electricity in the scientific
literature. Here, a brief overview of selected applications for use with home appliances will
be provided. An interesting solution to the problem of excessive grid load was presented
in [10]. The proposed Smart Home energy management system takes into account network
constraints and user priorities. It is based on a heuristic technique for the device scheduling
process. The limitation of this approach is the necessity to have information about the power
available from the grid and about the power generated from RESs. As there is no single
leading signal about the state of the power system, the system is quite complex. In another
article [11], the predictive control model for optimal energy management in a district,
involving buildings with vertically placed photovoltaic systems integrated into the building
and energy storage systems, is discussed. The proposed control strategy aims to maximize
the district’s independence from the external power grid, which is achieved through the
collaboration of interactive buildings. The proposed control scheme includes components
such as forecast, optimizer and load in the form of the analyzed district. Another concept
of energy management is presented in [12], which includes a comparative study of two
home micro-grids, one of which is a vehicle-to-home network. Electric vehicle integration
makes an economic contribution by reducing costs, supporting other MG components and
reducing the load on the main network. The next publication [13] presents an overview
of the most recent literature on residential household energy management, especially
holistic solutions, and proposes new viewpoints on residential appliance scheduling in
smart homes.
Due to the stochastic nature of RES generation, and in order to ensure the stable
operation of the system, an increase in the number of control points and control devices
must be achieved, which will significantly increase the burden on the system operator at
the secondary control level. Therefore, a decentralized energy management and control
system should be installed in the customer’s system. Then, in such a system, information
on regulatory needs will either be provided by the distribution system operator or it will be
obtained from local measurement points. A hierarchical control system has been proposed,
as shown in Figure 2 [14].
The simplest solution for a hierarchical control system is a structure with a local central
unit located in an MV/LV transformer station. Information on production from large
generating units (wind or PV) connected to the MV is provided to the central management
unit, e.g., via Wi-Fi or other communication protocols. Additionally, information about the
energy production from the RESs is sent to the central unit, if possible. This information can
be taken directly from an intelligent energy meter, solar inverter or other device providing
information about the generation level of prosumer sources. Information about the amount
of energy in the grid can also be obtained from the voltage level of the consumer grid [8,15].
When there is a need to increase energy consumption or reduce it, the central management
unit sends a signal to distributed control devices (DCD) located in a given building or
at a location. All kinds of information exchange between individual units are realized
using the Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) protocol. This protocol is based on
published and subscribed topic patterns. Such a use of the MQTT protocol makes it possible
to subscribe only to those data on topics that are essential for the operation of a given
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unit in the proposed hierarchical control system with DCDs. The role of the server with
which clients will connect to publish topics for individual DCDs is performed by the MQTT
broker. For the proposed hierarchical control system with DCDs, external and internal
MQTT brokers are distinguished. Such an approach enables grouping of data from a given
DCD. In the internal MQTT broker, topics may be grouped on energy consumption, e.g.,
on the level of one household and energy generation from RESs. The energy consumption
can be the total value of the energy consumed by all devices, or it can also be grouped for
individual devices of energy consumers. The greatest possibilities for providing additional
data on configuration possibilities will be offered by SAs. For SAs, it is possible to read
the current energy consumption and assess the possibility of modifying the behavior of
a given SA. In this case, the modification will be to change the power level. The scope of
possibilities for changing the power will result from the parameters set by the manufacturer
of a given SA. The possibility of communication between the proposed hierarchical control
system with the DCD and other hierarchical control systems is provided by the use of
solutions based on the concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) with a cloud function. In this
case, IoT Cloud solutions can be based on one of the following solutions: AWS IoT [16],
Google Cloud IoT [17], IBM Cloud IoT [18], Microsoft Azure IoT [19], Oracle IoT Cloud
Service [20] or others.
Internal MQTT broker

Internal MQTT broker

External
MQTT broker

MQTT - Publish /
Subscribe Topics

IoT Cloud

Internal MQTT broker

Internal MQTT broker

Internal MQTT broker
EEM algorithm

10€

Figure 2. Proposed hierarchical control system.

To summarize the above, in the proposed hierarchical control, different system communication tasks can be distinguished. Some of these tasks play a measuring, controlling or
measuring and controlling role. Measurement tasks involve collecting data on the current
demand for and supply of energy. Data is provided from internal MQTT brokers. The
control or measurement and control tasks concern the transfer of guidelines on the method
of controlling a given intelligent device by the EEM algorithm. In addition, there are also
tasks related to maintaining the correct functioning of the hierarchical control system. In
this case, the tasks will concern the verification of the status of a given device. The tasks
also include tasks related to ensuring the security level, such as system access control.
The DCD is also responsible for reacting to changes in the UDCD voltage. After
exceeding the range defined by the formula:
UDCD_MI N ≤ UDCD

∨

UDCD_MAX ≥ UDCD ,

(1)
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actions are taken through the use of a dedicated algorithm. The proposed algorithm for
the Elastic Energy Management (EEM) is implemented in DCD. The DCD communicates
with individual smart appliances in order to achieve the set goal of reducing or increasing
energy consumption [8]. For the proper operation of the EEM algorithm, all necessary data
on energy consumption or generation will be provided from an external MQTT broker. The
main aim of the article is to present the concept of an electricity management system in a
smart home using SAs.
The innovative part of the research results presented in the article is the ensuring of
the use of the EEM algorithm to respond to an overvoltage in the smart grid and to define
user behavior and the means to model virtually any user device. Such innovation allows
the creation of virtual device prototypes to evaluate their energy efficiency properties.
Verification of the correctness of the assumptions was made based on the Probability
Density Function (PDF) and the estimator PDF. Research studies have been conducted on
datasets describing user behavior in an exemplary 1000-household study. The presented
considerations take into account the IoT technology for data exchange between devices in
the Smart Grid network.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the Elastic Energy Management
algorithm, Section 3 describes the simulation research conducted, Section 4 presents smart
appliance functionality and user behavior, Section 5 includes assumptions and results for
the conducted experimental results, and Section 6 includes the conclusions of this study.
2. The Elastic Energy Management Algorithm
In order to manage the demand and supply of energy in DCDs through EEM, it was
necessary to define the parameters of the model. For this purpose, it was defined as:

( PNOM , P, pr, ts)

(2)

The requirement for individual parameters of each SA is to have defined properties.
The properties of a given SA are determined on the basis of the technical possibilities
specified by the manufacturers. The PNOM parameter defines the value of the nominal
power with which the given SA works. P is used to define a list of other power values
for which a given SA could adapt, depending on its working conditions. For example, a
boiler could temporarily increase or decrease the power of the heaters. Considering the
user’s comfort and technical capabilities of SAs, the priorities pr were introduced. This
feature makes it possible to determine which SAs can be changed first, and for which the
modification should be made last. For this purpose, a three-step scale was introduced
for pr:
•
•
•

EEM_PRIORITY_LOW,
EEM_PRIORITY_MEDIU M,
EEM_PRIORITY_H IGH.

pr = EEM_PRIORITY_LOW means that the SA with the greatest possibility of
changing its power settings is given priority. The ts parameter is used to define the time
delay property of the given SA startup. This functionality is already known, in particular
in household appliances, such as washing machines. In this case, the user may determine a
desired end time for the washing task in order to prioritize his other household tasks.
In EEM, after describing parameters (2) and taking into account dependencies (1),
the need to use heuristic algorithms was established. The rationale behind this decision
was the necessity to solve NP-hard problems [8]. The Greedy Randomized Adaptive
Search Procedure (GRASP) heuristic algorithm allows the finding of the right solution
(not necessarily the optimal one, but one acceptable due to the cost of calculations) and
is suitable for solving difficult NP problems. For the purpose of the GRASP algorithm, a
fitness function was developed:
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USEL_EEM1 − U


( FDCD + FSA − FRES ) 1 −


U



USEL_EEM2 − U
= (F
DCD + FSA − FRES ) 1 −


U



( FDCD + FSA − FRES )

for EEM1 variant,
(3)

for EEM2 variant,
UDCD_MI N ≤ UDCD

where

∨

UDCD_MAX ≥ UDCD .

NSA

FDCD = CDCD

∑ PSA_SELi ,

(4)

i =1
NSA

FSA = CDSO

∑


PNOMi − PSA_SELi ,

(5)

i =1

FRES =

NRES 

∑


CRES j − PRES_SEL j ,

(6)

j =1
N

USEL_EEM1 =

∑i=SA
1 PSA_SELi
N

∑ j=RES
1 PRES j + PHMAX

,

(7)

.

(8)

N

USEL_EEM2 =

∑i=SA
1 PSA_SELi
N

∑ j=RES
1 PRES j + PHDCD

CDSO is the cost of purchasing 1 kWh from the Distribution System Operator (DSO);
i and j are indices of SAs and RES, respectively. NRES and NSA are the numbers of RESs and
SAs. PSA_SEL is the power value after modification for the SA. CRES is the cost of obtaining
1 kWh for a given RES. PRES is the value of power obtained from a given RES. When U = 1,
this means that there is a balanced value of power demand for its supply. A block diagram
of the EEM algorithm is shown in Figure 3.
The complexity of the problem of selecting power settings required the development
of an extensive FEEM (3) fitness function. Among the set of all power selection options, one
combination must be selected that meets criteria for the stated requirements, e.g., reduction
of the peak demand phenomenon. The three variants of FEEM are intended to respond to
the EEM algorithm: user comfort (EEM1 ), requirements set by the DCD (EEM2 ) and the
situation of exceeding the voltage UDCD in the DCD. Equations (4)–(6) make it possible to
determine the demand for energy supply in a given DCD. Equation (7), as a component
of Equation (3), gives the opportunity to obtain results that, in terms of energy costs and
user comfort, will be the most appropriate choice. In case (8), the greatest emphasis in
selecting the power settings will be placed on the solutions that will be the best choice for a
DCD. In this case, energy costs are a secondary criterion when the most important factor is
to keep the energy system in balance, e.g., during environmental phenomena that would
contribute to the damaging of the power grid infrastructure.
In FEEM , three variants of the implementation of the EEM algorithm for DCDs were
taken into account (3).
The first variant (EEM1 ) concerns a situation where the task of the EEM algorithm is
to ensure the comfort of users by, inter alia, controlling SAs so that the costs for the energy
used are as low as possible. For this purpose, the value of USEL_EEM1 is determined from
Equation (7). USEL_EEM1 is the current value of power demand for its supply, calculated by
EEM1 , based on selected values of appliance power.
The second variant FEEM (3) applies to (EEM2 ) and takes into account the need to
take action to respond to a crisis situation, e.g., a peak demand phenomenon [21] or
damage to the power grid infrastructure. This variant takes into account USEL_EEM2 from
Equation (8). PHMAX is the maximum sum of power of all enabled consumers after the
reduction process by EEM1 , determined individually by the energy consumer. USEL_EEM2
is for the EEM2 variant which, due to a purpose of use other than EEM1 , requires the
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adjustment of Formula (7) of SA power reduction over a specified period of time (from
t DCD1 to t DCD2 ) to a value at least equal to PHDCD .
The third variant FEEM (3) takes into account situation (1) when the DCD voltage range
is exceeded UDCD . In this case, the EEM algorithm based on (2) will select PSEL values for
all SAs to ensure condition (9).
UDCD_MI N < UDCD < UDCD_MAX .

(9)

The EEM algorithm performs its activities in an endless loop. This approach is required
due to the dynamics of phenomena occurring over time in Electric Power Systems. Each
change requires decisions to be made to ensure a balance between acting for the benefit of
DCDs and the comfort of users.
START

Read off the power generated by the RES (∑PRES)
and consumed by the appliances (∑PSA_SEL)
Reading of control signals from the DSO
(uDCD_MIN, uDCD_MAX, tDCD1, tDCD2, PHDCD)
Reading the current time (t)

uDCD_MIN < uDCD < uDCD_MAX
YES

t ≥ tDR1 ˅ t ≤ tDR2 ˅
(∑PA - ∑PRES) ≥ PHDCD

NO

The DCD voltage
range is exceeded uDCD_MAX
(EEM3 algorithm)

YES

NO
SA power modification based
on properly developed price
programs (EEM1 algorithm)

SA power modification
based on the EEM2
algorithm

Figure 3. EEM flow chart.

3. Simulation Research
Simulation research for the EEM algorithm was performed in Java in the Eclipse
IDE [22]. The implementation of the EEM algorithm in Java required the development of
dedicated classes. Among others, the EEM_Algorithm and EEM_AlgorithmData classes
were implemented for the EEM algorithm itself and for storing the required data. Additionally, the EEM_Device_RES, EEM_Device_Source and EEM_Device_Appliance classes,
which are extensions to the EEM_Device class, were implemented. The EEM_Priority class
introduces the ability to define one of the three available pr priorities.
The dataset for RESs that was used for simulation research is shown in Figure 4. The
data presented in Figure 4 illustrate the situation of the largest generation of energy by a
PV source at noon. The collection of such data was done to approximate a typical situation
when energy from RESs is available during a selected period of time, so that its excess
adversely affects the National Power Systems (NPS).
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Figure 4. Sample data from a photovoltaic installation.

In earlier studies, research was conducted for one household [8,23]. The next part of
the article presents the results of simulation research for an example of 1000 households.
In each of the households, the possibility of using fifteen different SAs was assumed.
The operating time profiles and the energy consumed by individual SAs at that time are
presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Profiles of SAs.
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Figure 5 shows short profiles of SAs, from half an hour to all-day-long in duration. An
example of a short profile is, e.g., the activity of ironing or boiling water in kettles. The
operation of the refrigerator, which is switched on periodically throughout the day, can be
considered a long profile. In the Figure 5 you can also see energy levels ranging from a few
Watts to as much as 3 kW (oven).
The source of data sets defining individual profiles was the recording of measurement
data using energy loggers. Data was recorded on exemplary devices that were intended
to be general in nature. Particular characteristics were determined on the basis of values
obtained from several days of operation of individual devices. The profiles were determined
for the purpose of conducting simulation tests, which will be presented later in the article.
Table 1 lists the values of other parameters required for the correct operation of the
EEM algorithm.
Table 1. Definition of other parameters for SAs.
SA

pr

P (SA)

−3σ

σ

+3σ

1

07:00
07:30
11:00
17:45
10:00
06:00
14:15
07:00
17:00
00:10
08:00
18:00
08:00
18:00
06:30
13:30
09:30
12:30
15:30
07:30
15:30
20:30
08:00
18:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
12:30

10:00
08:00
12:00
18:00
07:00
06:10
14:30
08:00
18:00
00:30
09:00
19:00
09:00
19:00
07:00
14:00
10:00
13:00
16:00
08:00
16:00
19:00
09:00
19:00
13:45
14:15
14:45
15:15
13:00

13:00
08:30
13:00
18:30
13:00
06:20
14:50
09:00
20:00
01:00
10:00
20:00
10:00
20:00
07:30
14:30
11:00
14:30
17:30
09:00
17:30
18:00
10:00
20:00
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
13:30

laptop

EEM_PRIORITY_MEDIUM

kettle

EEM_PRIORITY_LOW

0.9

EEM_PRIORITY_MEDIUM

0.6

vacuum cleaner

EEM_PRIORITY_LOW

0.5

tv

EEM_PRIORITY_LOW

0.8

washing machine

refrigerator

EEM_PRIORITY_LOW

1

dishwasher

EEM_PRIORITY_LOW

0.8

iron

EEM_PRIORITY_LOW

0.8

boiler
oven

EEM_PRIORITY_LOW
EEM_PRIORITY_H IGH

0.9
0.9

air conditioner

EEM_PRIORITY_LOW

0.9

microwave

EEM_PRIORITY_LOW

0.9

coffee maker

EEM_PRIORITY_MEDIUM

0.8

cooker hood

EEM_PRIORITY_LOW

0.9

electric cooker

EEM_PRIORITY_H IGH

0.9

The values of pr were adopted in such a way as to approximate the typical behavior
of users and their needs. The P(SA) parameter specifies the probability of a given SA
occurrence and its launch within a specified time in the ±3σ range. In order to differentiate
individual households, a random selection was used with a given probability of the time
when individual SAs are launched. For this purpose, a pseudo-random number generator
with a Gaussian distribution, with mean µ = 0 and standard deviation σ = 1, was used.
The value of the time when the SA could be run most often is shown as σ. On the other
hand, the statistical range from when to when a given SA could be run was marked with
the following time intervals: from −3σ to +3σ. Due to the range of SA startup possibilities,
it is assumed for all SAs that there will be no shifting during SA startup time (ts = 0).
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Figure 6 shows a histogram for an example of 10,000 times when SA data could be run.
In this case, it is assumed that σ will correspond to 1:45 p.m., when SAs are most likely to
be run. The period for contingent activation of SAs was set to the following time range:
−3σ = 12:30 and +3σ = 15:00.
1500

-5.0 -4.5 -4.0 -3.5 -3.0 -2.5 -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

1000

15:00:00

14:52:30

14:45:00

14:37:30

14:30:00

14:22:30

14:15:00

14:07:30

14:00:00

13:52:30

13:45:00

13:37:30

13:30:00

13:22:30

13:15:00

13:07:30

13:00:00

12:52:30

12:45:00

12:37:30

0

12:30:00

500

Figure 6. Histogram of the distribution of times for the interval from 12:30 to 15:00.

Using the 3σ rule [24–26], a distribution of time values was obtained with a probability
of 99.7% falling within the ±3σ time intervals. It was anticipated that SAs would be
launched from 12:30 to 15:00.
In order to verify the correctness of the Java implementation of the activation algorithm of different SAs, the Probability Density Function (PDF) f ( x ) was determined from
Formula (10) and the estimator PDF fˆk (11) [24–27]
f (x) = √

1
2πσ

fˆk = Sk

exp

−( x − µ)2
,
2σ2

W
,
N ( H − L)

where S—the number of results in a given range, N—number of results, W—

(10)

(11)
j√ k
3
N ,

k = 1 . . . W, L = min {Sn } and H = max {Sn }.
1≤ n ≤ N

1≤ n ≤ N

In Figure 7, as a result of the statement f ( x ) and fˆk , it can be confirmed that the
randomly selected values of startup times of a given SA accumulate around 13:45 in the
range ±3σ (from 12:30 to 15:00).
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0.3

0.25
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0.15

0.1

15:00:00

14:52:30

14:45:00

14:37:30

14:30:00

14:22:30

14:15:00

14:07:30

14:00:00

13:52:30

13:45:00

13:37:30

13:30:00

13:22:30

13:15:00

13:07:30

13:00:00

12:52:30

12:45:00

12:37:30

0

12:30:00

0.05

Figure 7. PDF f ( x ) and estimator PDF fˆk for the interval from 12:30 to 15:00.

The verification for starting individual SAs was repeated for a different time range.
Again, it was assumed that σ would correspond to 13:45. The range ±3σ was changed
this time. The time range during which SAs could be run was reduced. The range is from
−3σ = 12: 30 to +3σ = 14:00. Figure 8 shows a histogram of the times obtained when SAs
could be run.
1500
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Figure 8. Histogram of the distribution of times for the interval from 12:30 to 14:00.
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Based on the results shown in the histogram (Figure 8), it is unequivocally confirmed
that the right-hand range was changed when SAs could be run. As before, the correctness
of the obtained results was verified on the basis of the PDF analysis f ( x ) (10) and the PDF
estimator fˆk (11). The results are presented in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. PDF f ( x ) and estimator PDF fˆk for the interval from 12:30 to 14:00.

By conducting an analysis of f ( x ) and fˆk from Figure 9, it can be stated that the
narrowing of the ranges (on the right) did not adversely affect the randomized values of
the activation times of a given SA. SAs are usually run at 13:45 in the range ±3σ from
−3σ = 12:30 until this time +3σ = 14:00.
The developed solution of differentiating the times when a given SA would be activated is important in reflecting the behavior in static households for which the EEM
algorithm will be used. For example, Figure 10 shows a diagram of the schedule of air
conditioners in 1000 households.
The differentiation of start-up times for air conditioners (Figure 10) gives an opportunity to approximate the behavior in typical statistical households. In this case, the data
analysis approximates the pattern of behavior of users who, due to e.g., temperature, will
statistically want to use air conditioning in similar time ranges. A complete summary of
the SA usage pattern in the assumed simulation result is presented in Figure 11.
In the adopted schedule (Figure 11) assumptions were made to approximate the
behavior in typical households. It is noticeable that household refrigerators are used all
day long. There are also patterns resulting from the desire to use hot water from the boiler.
Activities related to daily tasks, such as cooking, cleaning, etc., were also introduced. Based
on the adopted schedule (Figure 11), simulation research was carried out. The test results
are presented in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Energy consumption levels for different voltage ranges.

Figure 12 summarizes the total value of power consumed by 1000 households during
one day (∑ PHH ) for four different variants. The first variant (∑ PNOM ) concerns the situation when the EEM algorithm is not used, so the power values of individual SAs were
not modified. The next three variants concern the use of the EEM algorithm when the
fitness function (3) is used. The values marked with ∑ PULOW refer to the situation when
the EEM algorithm would increase the load in the DCD network due to the excessively low
voltage level UDCD . Similarly, the EEM algorithm reduced the load in the network due to
the excessively high value of UDCD . In the case ∑ PU230 , the task of the EEM algorithm was
to take into account the adjustment to the power generated from RESs (Figure 4). The use
of the EEM algorithm resulted in a balance between acting for the benefit of DCDs and the
comfort of users. When analyzing the data presented in the Figure 11, the value of UDCD is
adjusted based on the possibilities specified in pr.
The EEM algorithm modified the power settings of the SAs only when it was possible.
The priorities and the possibility of modifying the power settings of individual SAs are
taken into account. The biggest changes in power settings were made between 12:30
and 14:30. Additionally, in Figure 12, changes of power settings are visible from 18:30
to 20:15. Each modification of the power settings of SAs by the EEM algorithm has a
direct impact on the total power consumed in the test households (∑ PHH ). Noticeable
changes in energy consumption in households (∑ PHH ) are the result of activities that are
performed statistically. In most cases, it will be activities related to cooking or cleaning.
Using an air conditioner also affects energy consumption. These activities are mainly the
most energy-intensive. The case marked as sum230 is not without significance for the
user’s comfort and expenses related to the purchase of energy. In this case, the availability
of energy from RESs shapes how SAs are used. In such cases, devices such as boilers are
activated. This is an example of storing the results of an electrical device.
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4. SA Functionality and User Behavior
SA devices should be characterized by the possibility of a flexible switching-on moment activated by a given control signal, e.g., from a DCD or another signal that triggers
their operation. In order to provide energy management services in the power grid, SAs
should be able to set parameters such as: priority of action, time period during which it
can be remotely activated and, if there is such a possibility, operating power. Devices that
can be freely turned-on or turned-off are heating/cooling devices. In these cases, it may be
possible to turn the device on/off at any point in time, as well as to set the operating power.
These devices include fans, air conditioners, electric heaters, boilers, etc. This group of
devices also includes all kinds of electric chargers, e.g., electric cars, other electric vehicles,
and other battery-powered devices. ESSs should also be included in this group of SAs.
They can be charged when there is energy production from RESs. When there is no RES
energy production, it should be possible to regulate the charging time and current so as to
minimize the impact on power system loading, of course taking into account the comfort of
use. On the other hand, ESSs can be discharged at a time of increased demand for electricity
by loads, when there is no energy from the power grid (power reduction on demand) [15].
Another group of SAs are those devices that operate continuously but can be deactivated for a short time without detriment to the user’s comfort. These are devices such as a
refrigerator or a food freezer. Their operation (on/off) depends on the temperature change
set on the thermostat. Due to the large time constant of temperature changes, it is possible
to temporarily turn off the devices without significant increases in temperature inside them,
which may result in defrosting or spoiling the food [28]. Devices from this group will be
used to control the load reduction rather than to increase the load on the power line.
The third group of SAs will be devices whose operation cannot be interrupted after they are turned on due to interference with and poor results of the function performed. This group includes appliances such as dishwashers, electric cookers, washing
machines, electric dryers, etc. Disabling them may result in poor quality of washing/dishwashing/cooking etc. Often, interruption of the set operation scenario may result in higher
electricity consumption after lowering the operating parameters such as temperature of
washing/drying/cooking etc.
A separate group of SAs are devices that are used sporadically or depending on
need. These are devices such as irons, hair dryers, electric kettles, coffee makers, etc.
Their functionality should be set with a high priority for action, without the possibility of
deactivating them. Nevertheless, devices of this type can give information about the state
of the power system through some indicator or information on the operator panel. The
functionality of individual SAs is summarized in Table 2.
In addition to the availability of smart home devices with the possibility of flexible
control, in order to be able to effectively manage the electricity consumed in the home, the
behavior and habits of electricity users should also be changed [29]. SA users should set
their operation to when there is a need to increase the load on the power line, unless it
is related to a drastic reduction in their operating comfort. Whenever it is possible, the
settings of washing machines and dishwashers should be programmed for the period
when the local production from renewable energy sources is at a high level. Similarly, you
can change your eating habits for dinner. Often, these meals are prepared after people
return home from work. Nevertheless, some of the meals can be remotely set to cook/bake.
Then, after people come home from work, the dinner may be already cooked or partially
prepared. These activities will require users to be particularly careful in setting up the
devices for operation.
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Table 2. Defining functionality for groups of devices.

Name of the SA

electric heaters
boilers
air conditioner
fans
electric cars
electric scooters,
bicycles, etc.
battery-powered
home devices
(laptops, tablets, etc.)
energy storage
systems
refrigerator
food freezer
dishwashers
electric cookers
washing machines
electric dryers
iron
hair dryer
electric kettle
coffee maker

Possibility of Power
Regulation

Any Time of Activation/Deactivation

Possibility of
Operating Time
Regulation

Ability to Feed
Energy Back to
the Grid

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Possibility of
Temporary
Deactivation
without Negative
Effects for the
Comfort of Use

Operation Cannot
Be Interrupted after
They Are Turned On

Devices with High
Priority for Action
with State of the
Power System Indicator/Information

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
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Furthermore, some battery-powered devices can be connected and set to charge during
energy generation from RESs. The group of such devices includes: home laptops, tablets,
portable vacuum cleaners, etc. Electric vehicles should be charged at night, except for the
evening peak load of the system. The exception will be when the user defines that he needs
the availability of a charged electric vehicle at a designated time. Another change in the
habits of electricity users is, for example, ironing clothes, which can be moved to a day
when the user is not at work. Of course, this behavior makes sense if there will be energy
generation from PV systems on that day. Ironing clothes before going to work increases the
morning peak load on the power line.
It is not possible, in a short chapter, to indicate all the functionalities of SAs and
changes in the behavior of electricity users. Nevertheless, the description indicates that the
use of electricity in the future will involve the intelligent use of home appliances, especially
when there is a shortage of power in the electricity system during peak demand and at
night. High energy generation from PV systems during the day will imply the problem of
excess energy in the system, which must either be stored (expensive solution) or consumed
(change in energy use).
5. Experimental Results
Performing full-scale research on a network with available SAs is currently not feasible.
Therefore, the article presents simplified results of experimental tests with simulation of
SA load changes. The proposed EEM algorithm was implemented in the Programmable
AC Load 3091LD [30], while the measurements were made using the HIOKI PW3337
Power Meter [31] (Figure 13). These changes were then scaled and applied to the grid load
variability profile and the distributed generation profile from PV installations.

The Programmable
AC Load 3091LD

PC with
EEM algorithm

The HIOKI PW3337
Power Meter

Figure 13. Photo of the laboratory experimental setup.
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Experimental studies were conducted on a group of appliances limited to three SAs,
which included a washing machine, an electric boiler and an electric cooker. With the use
of the approach proposed in the article, a random load distribution was generated with the
use of the indicated SAs.
Each new activation of the algorithm enables the generation of other load data resulting
from the probability distribution. The research assumed that for each assay, 100 items of
the indicated SM are attached, with an assumed distribution. The proposed experimental
verification assumes that all 100 devices will always be in operation in the current study.
An example of the variability of a SA switching on based on a washing machine is shown
in Figure 14. The top of Figure 14 shows the load distribution for the operation of 1,
2, 5 and 10 washing machines, respectively, while at the bottom of Figure 14, the load
distribution for 50, 75 and 100 washing machines is shown. In further studies, a load
profile for 100 washing machines was adopted. In addition, similar load distributions were
generated for 100 water-heating electric boilers as well as 100 electric cookers.
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Figure 14. Load profile for different number of washing machines.

Figure 15 shows an example of the transformer station load profile and the generation
of 500 kWp PV installations. Generation values are averaged over 15 min intervals (magenta
line at the top of Figure 15). These are the values for a solar day with good PV energy
generation. The typical load profile of the power grid is shown with the blue line at the top
of Figure 15. The morning and evening grid load peaks are visible. In the hours from about
8:00 to about 15:00, a decrease in the load is visible. At the same time, during these hours,
the largest generation profile for PV installations is observed.
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Figure 15. Experimental results: (top) load profile and generation profile of PV installations;
(middle) the power consumed by the SA devices as a result of the proposed EEM algorithm,
and an exemplary power profile shifted from the evening hours as a result of not switching on
the SA; (bottom) load profile after applying the proposed EEM algorithm and PV installation
generation profile.

The task of the algorithm was to shift the load for 100 SAs (washing machine, electric
cooker, electric boiler) from evening hours to hours with the highest PV energy generation.
The switching-on of the appropriate SAs took place depending on their suitability for the
user. The initiation of switching on a selected group of devices and the period of their
operation were defined in the tests. Throughout the period of operation of a given group of
devices, they were switched on with a given probability distribution. The switching-on of
other devices resulted in an increase in the instantaneous load power. Summing up the
power consumed in a given period, the energy consumed by a given group of devices was
calculated. Then, the power consumed by the given SA group was subtracted from the
evening load profile. The power profile that was subtracted was identical to the SA load
power profile. The timing of the evening hours during which the load power was shifted
was also defined in the proposed test. The data from the performed test are summarized
in Table 3. The washing machines were the first to start, as their operation does not have
to be coordinated with the user. The wash cycle can start and end at any time of the day.
Therefore, the operation of the washing machines was activated at the beginning of the day
when there was a large generation of energy from the PV plant. The power consumed by
the washing machines was shifted from the evening hours around 19:50 to 23:40. Other
devices that were switched on are electric boilers for heating domestic hot water. Due
to the good accumulation of heat energy, the heating of the water may be a little earlier
than the return of people from work/school. They were turned on from around 11:30 to
14:30. The corresponding power needed to heat the water was shifted from the afternoon
hours of 17:40 to 20:40. The last group of devices are electric cookers for preparing dinner.
Usually, dinner is prepared after the residents return home from 15:00 to 17:00. If there is a
possibility of cooking/baking some dishes, this activity can be performed earlier without
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the participation of people. The inclusion of smart electric cookers in our research was
initiated from 13:40 to 16:40. The power needed to prepare dinner was shifted from the
afternoon hours 15:30–18:30. The red color in the middle part of Figure 15 shows the power
of devices connected by the proposed EEM algorithm, while the green color shows one of
the possible reductions of the peak load. The lower diagram in Figure 15 shows the load
profile taking into account the EEM algorithm. There was an increase in load during higher
generation from PV and a reduction in power for the evening peak.
Table 3. Selected SA operating times and energy.
Device Name

SA Operating Period

Power Shifted from Hours

Consumed/Shifted Energy [W]

washing machines
electric boilers
electric cookers

9:30–13:20
11:30–14:30
13:40–16:40

19:50–23:40
17:40–20:40
15:30–18:30

84,790
190,130
116,930
∑391,850

Figure 16 compares the load profile with and without the EEM algorithm. Additionally,
at the bottom of Figure 16, the surplus of energy production from PV generation, which
should be stored or sent to other loads, is presented. Without the proposed algorithm, the
unused energy is exactly 1,039,892 Wh (around 1 MWh), and with the EEM algorithm,
it is 648,042 Wh (around 0.65 MWh). The use of the proposed algorithm increased the
consumption of electricity during the high output from PV installations and at the same
time allowed for a reduction in the evening load on the line. Surplus energy produced from
PV sources should be sent to other consumers or stored in ESSs. In the proposed algorithm
and the analyzed test, a reduction of the volume of energy to be transmitted or stored by
391,850 Wh was obtained.
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Figure 16. Experimental results: (top) load profile comparison with and without EEM algorithm;
(bottom) comparison of unused energy from PV installation.
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6. Conclusions
The use of RESs and temporary load changes (e.g., as a result of the peak demand
phenomenon) in Smart Grid (SG) networks require the use of energy management algorithms. The lack of such algorithms would in the worst case result in unstable operation or
damage to the electric power system. This article proposes the use of the EEM algorithm
for energy management in a hierarchical control system with DCDs. We added the use of
the MQTT protocol to our considerations. Such an approach would effectively enable data
collection from DCDs. We proposed to use external and internal MQTT brokers to publish
data. The data are published with messages that are organized into topics. The topics can
contain plain text information. Structures in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format can
be stored in the text. This format is independent of the specific programming language.
This gives the possibility of scalability of the implemented system with new functionalities
that would result from the addition of additional IoT devices.
Earlier works [8] considered the use of the EEM algorithm in a single household. Here,
the application of the EEM algorithm in 1000 households during simulation studies was
outlined. In order to verify the correct operation of the EEM algorithm, test data were
developed from the example of a photovoltaic installation (Figure 4). The load profiles
of SA devices, which were used in the energy management process, were also developed
(Figure 5). Simulation research was carried out with additional assumptions about the
priorities for the use of SAs pr. Differentiation in the use of individual SAs was also
obtained on the basis of their parameter specificities and the probability of a given SA
occurrence (P(SA)) launched within a specified time in the ±3σ range. The correctness of
a SA’s usability being differentiated from others was confirmed by the determination of the
PDF f ( x ) (10) and the estimator PDF fˆk (11).
On the basis of the simulation results, it was determined how SAs are used in the
exemplary households (Figure 11). The simulation results are presented in Figure 12. In
this case, the results of the EEM algorithm for four scenarios are compared. The individual
variants reflect the situation where the EEM algorithm is not used, the EEM algorithm is
used to increase/decrease the load in the DCD network, or it is used to produce a balance
between acting for the benefit of DCDs and the comfort of users.
Experimental studies were carried out for the simplified case with the use of three
SAs—a washing machine, an electric boiler and an electric cooker. The algorithm was
implemented on an appropriate scale with an adjustable AC load. Then, the obtained
results, after scaling, were added/subtracted to/from the previously measured load profile
and compared with the generation profile of the PV installation. The obtained results show
that by using the proposed EEM algorithm, with the use of SAs, it is possible to change the
load profile of the power grid. The evening peak load on the line was reduced and the use
of energy produced from the PV installation increased. About 0.35 MWh of energy was
shifted using these three types of SA (Figure 16). This means that much less energy from
RESs needs to be stored in very expensive ESSs, or that such a volume of energy should
be sent to other loads. However, such activities will only be possible if the SAs have the
functionality described briefly in Section 4. Additionally, such changes will be related to
the change of habits of electricity users. They will have to consciously set the operation
of their home appliances to operate at times of high generation coming from renewable
energy, i.e., at times when there is a large supply of energy in the grid. They will also have
to avoid using their electrical devices (unless there is specific need) in times of heavy load
on the grid, when the energy supply in the grid is too small.
At the present stage of research, the biggest limitation for the EEM algorithm is the lack
of mass use of SAs in all households. Additionally, data privacy may be an important issue.
In this case, it may be about issues related to a lack of will to provide data on activities and
tasks carried out by members of society. A solution to this problem may be price incentives
encouraging the exchange and sharing of data from new smart devices (SAs).
In our further plans, we intend to design and implement selected types of SAs. Original
versions of SAs would be created. Additionally, we plan to implement a prototype of a
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complete, universal SG network system with SAs. The scope of this work would be the
analysis and verification of the EEM algorithm for the IoT concept in electronic device
systems. These devices could automatically communicate and exchange data over the
network without human intervention. We are also interested in studying the use of energy
storage and their inclusion in the EEM algorithm.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
DCD
DER
DR
DSO
EEM
ESS
GRASP
IoT
JSON
MQTT
NPS
PDF
PV
RED II
RES
SA
SG
∑ PHH
∑ PU230
∑ PUH IGH
∑ PULOW
f (x)
fˆk
FDCD
FEEM
FRES

Distributed Control Devices
Distributed Energy Resources
Demand Response
Distribution System Operator
Elastic Energy Management
Energy Storage Systems
Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure
Internet of Things
JavaScript Object Notation
Message Queue Telemetry Transport
National Power Systems
Probability Density Function
Photovoltaic Panels
Renewable Energy Directive
Renewable Energy Sources
Smart Appliance
Smart Grid
sum of power consumed in test households during one day
sum of power consumed when the EEM algorithm was to take into account the
adjustment to the power generated from RESs
sum of power consumed when the EEM algorithm would decrease the load in the
DCD network
sum of power consumed when the EEM algorithm would increase the load in the
DCD network
The Probability Density Function (PDF)
The estimator Probability Density Function (PDF)
Component part of the fitness function (FEEM ) aimed at determining the influence of
DCD on the choice of power settings
The fitness function
Component part of the fitness function (FEEM ) aimed at determining the influence of
RESs on the choice of power settings
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FSA
P
P(SA)
PNOM
pr
ts
UDCD
USEL_EEM1
USEL_EEM2

Component part of the fitness function (FEEM ) aimed at determining the influence of
SAs on the choice of power settings
A list of other power values for which a given SA could change depending on its
working conditions
The probability of a given SA occurrence and its launch within a specified time
The nominal power with which the given SA works
SA priority
The time delay property of the given SA startup
DCD voltage
Component part of the fitness function (FEEM ) aimed at taking into account the
user’s comfort
Component part of the fitness function (FEEM ) aimed at taking into account the
DCD requirements
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